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Abstract
The ability to reconize images makes it possible to abstractly conceptualize the world.
Many in the field of machine learning have attem pted to invent an image recogni
tion system with the recognition capabilities of a human. This dissertation presents
a method of modifications to existent image recognition systems, which greatly im
proves the efficiency of existing data imaging methods.
This modification, the Deviating Angular Feature(DAF), has two obvious applica
tions: 1) the recognition of handwritten numerals; and 2) the automatic identification
of aircraft. Modifications of feature extraction and classification processes of current
image recognition systems can leads to the systemic enhancement of d ata imaging.
This research proposes a customized blend of image curvature extraction algorithms
and the neural network classifiers trained by the Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy(EGIA) training algorithm. Using the DAF, the recognition of handw ritten
numerals and the autom atic identification of aircraft have been improved.
According to the preliminary results, the recognition system achieved an accuracy
rate of 98.7% when applied to handwritten numeral recognition. When applied to
automatic aircraft identification, the system achieved a 100% rate of recognition. The
novel design of the prototype is quite flexible; thus, the system is easy to m aintain,
modify, and distribute.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The ability to recognize images makes it possible to abstractly conceptualize the
world. This ability is the result of intelligent actions from our complicated brain
functions, which are able to process large amounts of information from the surround
ing dynamic environments and then respond properly to the demanding events. The
hum an image recognition system is still largely unknown, even though fundamental
mechanisms of the system have recently been revealed. Many in the field of machine
learning have attem pted to invent an image recognition system with the recognition
capabilities of human brain. This dissertation will propose a way to modify exist
ing image recognition systems, which could greatly improve the efficiency of existing
d a ta imaging methods. The work presented here is a result of study of the human
image recognition system and its possible applications to improved mechanical image
recognition.
The image recognition system usually consists of three processing steps: prepro
cessing, feature extraction and classification(see figure 1.1). Any improvement in
understanding one or more of these operational processes can directly enhance the
performance of the entire recognition system. Two image recognition applications are
very im portant and widely used: 1) handw ritten numeral recognition system; and 2)
autom atic aircraft identification system. These two applications are the main focus
of our research.
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PREPROCESSING

FEATURE

CLASSIHCATION

^

OUTPUT

EXTRACTION

Figure 1.1: The three operational stages of image recognition system.
Generally speaking, there are two models of handwritten numeral recognition
applications: the online handw ritten numeral recognition system receiving numeral
curvatures directly from a pressure-sensitive writing pad, and the oflSine handwrit
ten numeral recognition system processing the image files of handw ritten numerals.
The handw ritten numeral recognition system under study here is the oSine system.
The problems of the offline system are more challenging than the problems of online
system, since the online numeral recognition system directly interacts with its user
through the writing pad; this interaction causes it to process the sequence of curvature
coordinates and transform them to the unique features of the w ritten numbers. These
unique features make the classification process quite simple, although the system does
not require very high accuracy in recognition, since the user can neatly rewrite the
same number in order to get the correct recognition from the system. Unlike the
online recognition system, building the offline handwritten numeral recognition sys
tem is more problematic, since the numeral’s feature cannot be easily generated from
its image, which contains no information about pen movement and the beginning
or ending of the image’s curvature. Furthermore, the accuracy of an offîne recogni
tion system is very im portant to the system design considerations because the oflfflne
system usually processes the d a ta batch with fewer human interventions. Therefore
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any technique which can improve the performance of an offline handwritten numeral
recognition system is extremely valuable. In order to improve the performance of an
offline handw ritten numeral recognition, we will propose a sophisticated technique for
feature extraction and classification to be combined with one of the more eflTective
designs so th at it can recognize numeric images which have usually been imprecise
and complex at the higher accuracy rate.
The second application, the autom atic aircraft identification system, is also an
interesting recognition system th at has been studied by many researchers and for
which a number of workable designs have been introduced[3, 8, 18]. Unlike the tech
nical difliculties posed by the handwritten numeral recognition, the biggest problems
of autom atic aircraft identification system is the variety of rotation variance in im
ages. To improve the performance of the identification system, we have designed new
techniques for feature extraction which can generate the signatures of aircraft images
which are quite invariant.
This research will concentrate on improvements to the feature extraction process
and the classification process. The justification for this focus is th a t these two pro
cesses of the image recognition system capture the common characteristics of the
image patterns and utilize them for recognition. The proposed techniques presented
in these processes should be robust, efficient and capable of generalization at high
accuracy.
Despite the development of handwritten numeral recognition systems and auto
matic aircraft identification techniques in the commercial and m ilitary sectors[2, 6,
15, 19, 21, 39], further improvements and simplifications for these two types of image
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recognition systems can provide us with recognition systems th at perform a t higher
accuracy with lower cost of implementation and a faster response. We will combine
the original techniques for image curvature extraction with a new feature represen
tation which can be used to enhance the system performances. In addition, we will
propose an training algorithm for multilayer feedforward neural network, which should
both speed up the training process, and solve the incomplete learning problems which
sometimes occurs in the neural network classifiers.

1.1

T he O bjective

As the result of investigations of previous designs of handwritten numeral recognition
systems, autom atic aircraft identification system and neural network training algo
rithm s for multilayer feedforward neural networks, we will first present new techniques
to enhance the quality of the feature extraction process with a new feature represen
tation and original algorithms for image curvature extraction. Then we will introduce
new training algorithm to speed up the training process and increase the performance
of neural network classifiers. Finally, we will demonstrate th at incorporating these
innovative approaches into the feature extraction process and classification process
can enhance the performance of the handwritten numeral recognition system and the
autom atic aircraft identification system.

1.2

T he Approaches

Since our objective is to design the highest performance image recognition systems
possible and to test the systems for the comparison results, we divided our works for
this research goal into three parts. The presentation of each part contains the informa
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tion of practical solutions, testing and analysises which support our new approaches
described briefly in the following.

1.2.1

T he Im provem ent o f Feature E xtraction P rocess

Feature extraction techniques and feature representations are very crucial to the im
age recognition systems. In facts, the feature quality is one of the direct factors
which determine the system performance, since the image feature extraction process
provides the d a ta from which the classification process performs the image recogni
tion. There is strong evidence to indicate th at the image captured by human eyes
is processed and encoded into some forms of complex information signals before the
encoded information is transm itted to the brain cortex (where human recognition is
believed to evolve). A good feature representation should possess the high qualities of
d a ta compression, invariance and fidelity [22]. D ata compression of a feature indicates
th a t the amount of information constructing the feature must be more concise than
the raw image data; the invariance quality of a feature indicates th at the conceptual
signature of the image should not subject to change due to the imprecise appearance
and the vagueness of images; and the fidelity quality of a feature indicates th a t the
valuable information from the original image d ata must be maintained and enhanced
in the feature. Frequently some other qualities of a feature representation, such as
simplicity and flexibility, are also considered to be im portant in the design of any
good feature representations because these qualities also determine the efficiency and
complexity of the feature extraction algorithms. In the current research, the origi
nal Deviating Angular Feature and its image curvature extraction algorithms (which
have the above qualities) will be described. The significances of these approaches to
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the two image recognition applications can obviously be shown by the performance
comparison tests we conduct on our challenging database.

1.2.2

T he Im provem ent o f C lassification Process

It has been more th an four decades since the first neural network, the Mark I Perceptron, was successfully built for a pattern recognition systems[10]. Several new models
of neural networks and training algorithms were invented later to help solve the prob
lems of image classification. Currently some advanced neural network classifiers can
be trained firom the train image data and will produce a very high accuracy of general
ization of the unseen test images. Among many neural network structures invented,
a committee of multilayer feedforward neural networks is frequently used in many
image recognition systems, since it has a high capacity of information storage[13],
and yet the structure of neural network committee allows both training and testing
algorithms to be executed in parallel efibrtlessly. For this reason, the committee of
multilayer feedforward neural networks is used as the classifiers in our experimental
systems in which the classifier is trained by our new training algorithm, the EGIA
which can train the neural network classifier much faster than Backpropagation with
m om entum weight change and Gradual Increase in i4ccuracy[20]. The new training al
gorithm also guarantees a complete learning of the neural networks for a large number
of the train d ata w ith high dimension inputs.
Since the EGIA training algorithm provides advantages over some standard train
ing algorithms, we test a neural network on two types of problems using 1) the
Backpropagation w ith momentum weight change train in g algorithm; 2) the Gradual
Increase in Accuracy training algorithm; and 3) Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy
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training algorithm in order to get the comparison test results. The test results we
obtain substantiate our claims of the advantages from Epoch Gradual Increase in
Accuracy training algorithm.

1.2.3

T h e Experim ental P rototypes

The studies in obtaining the highly accurate handwritten numeral recognition systems
and autom atic aircraft identification systems have been the focus of many researchers
for decades[31]. Despite the long history of this type of research, the im petus to
perfect the qualities of these two image recognition systems remains because these two
autom atic systems are vital to the information industry, in which millions of checks,
credit card receipts, post office mails and satellite images are processed everydays.
In this study, we first examine a prototype of the handwritten numeral recognition
systems in which the feature extraction unit generates deviating angular features and
the Kirsch feature from segmented handwritten numeral images. The classification
unit of the system is a committee of neural networks trained by Epoch Gradual
Increase in Accuracy training algorithm.
Our second system prototype is the autom atic aircraft identification system; the
current project, strives to perfect its qualities by utilizing only the deviating angular
feature and the new image curvature extraction algorithm for the feature extraction
process. A committee of neural network classifiers trained by Epoch Gradual Increase
in Accuracy for the classification process of the second prototype system
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8

1.3

Layout

This dissertation is organized in the way th a t the new ideas and algorithm s will be
firstly described then we present the two complete image recognition systems using
the new approaches.
C hapter 2 reviews the related works th a t paved way to our new approaches for feature
extraction and neural network classifier.
C hapter 3 fully defines the deviating angular feature and its theories.
C hapter 4 explains two original algorithms for extracting the image curvatures; the
first algorithm is for handwritten numeral images, and the second is for aircraft sil
houettes. The pseudo codes for these algorithm are also presented in this chapter.
C hapter 5 presents the new training algorithm for multilayer feedforward neural net
works called Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy, the performance comparison tests
and statistics.
C hapter 6 introduces the new design of handw ritten numeral recognition system us
ing Deviating Angular Feature and Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy training algo
rithm for neural network classifier. The experimental results from our realistic image
database are also shown.
C hapter 7 introduces the new design of autom atic aircraft identification system. The
experimental results are also reported.
C hapter 8 concludes our works of this thesis.
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Chapter 2
The Related Works
An automatic image recognition system is a mixture of specialization and adaptive
mechanisms capable of identifying complex and imprecise representation of image
objects. This computing problem has been challenging to scientists for decades. The
work of many scientists since the dawn of computer era have paved the way for
new research to improve or correct the problems of the previous techniques. This
chapter describes the relevant research in feature representation, feature extraction,
and neural network classification. These works have served as the inspiration for new
techniques which can be used in offline autom atic image recognition systems.

2.1

The C urvature Features

The fundamental signatures of image objects are the curvature profiles’, the features
derived firom the image curvatures usually inherit the unique information of the images
which can be used in a recognition system. Consequently numerous research describes
feature representations and the feature extraction techniques for obtaining the image
curvatures.

In 1991 a distance curvature feature for online character recognition

system was introduced[12]. In this system, the features from the output of electronic
pen were divided into three qualitative sequences: 1) the distance from horizontal
reference; 2) the distance from vertical reference; and 3) the vertical distance from
the starting point (see figure 2.1).
Information about image curvatures is a valuable feature th a t can be used ef
fectively in character recognition. However, this feature had disadvantages for our
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Figure 2.1: Curvature Distances
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problems, since it can be extracted only from the electronic pen(online) an d it can
be highly sensitive to the transition, rotation, and scaling variances. The feature rep
resentation and feature extraction method from this experiment could not diminish
the nuances of information about the images of the same category; therefore, the
system classifier had to work very hard to m ap the abstracts of the images and the
categories they belonged to. The burden this posed to the classifier was so heavy that
the performance the overall recognition system was compromised.
The feature representing the character curvature can be something other than
sequence of distances between pixel points and a reference point (for instance, a se
quence of slopes at pixel points along the image curvature). In an attem pt to create
a feature having translation invariances(see figure 2.2 and figure 2.3) C. C. Tappert
introduced a feature representation in 1982 which consists of a pair of slope and ver
tical distance over a pixel point [34]. W ith this approach, the scaling invariances of
feature could additionally come from the character normalization. This feature was
used in the preliminary experiment successfully and yielded over 95 % accuracy in
generalization.
T appert’s approach of using the slope or angle sequence for feature representation
illustrates th a t angular qualitatives can be an significant feature for image objects.
Even though this feature representation was not invariant in scaling and translation
in itself(this system depended on the normalizing process in solving the d a ta invari
ances), obviously the feature is not invariant in rotation; Tappert’s work inspires us
to look closer in new design of angular features.
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Figure 2.2: T appert’s Curvatures
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Figure 2.3: T appert’s Curvature
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Continuing in this direction, a research work recently presented by Sung-Bai Oho
introduces the idea of using directional filters, known as a Kirsch mask, to extract the
features of binary bitm ap images[6]. The results firom feature extraction are the ratio
nal numbers which indicate the degree of the image curvature slope at particular pixel
points. Figure 2.5 shows the Kirsch masks used by Cho in extracting four directional
features:

1)horizontal feature; 2) vertical feature; 3) right-diagonal feature; and 4)

left-diagonal feature. The features can be produced through applying the following
functions to each pixels on the binary bitm ap image.
= m a x (|5 5 o -3 T o |,|5 5 4 -3 T 4 |)

(2.1)

= m a x (|5 5 2 -3 T 2 |,|5 5 6 -3 T 6 |)

(2.2)

G{i ,j)r

= m a x (|5 5 i-3 T i|,l5 5 5 -3 T 5 |)

(2.3)

G( i J ) i

= m a x (|5 5 3 -3 T 3 |,|5 5 7 -3 T 7 |)

(2.4)

where G{ i , j ) is the feature value of image pixel(ij), 5* and 7* are the neighbor
pixel around pixel(ij) defined as

Sk
Tk
Afc,

=
=

+ -^fc+2

(2.5)

Ak+z + Ak+4 + -^*+5 + Ak+6 + Ak+7

(2.6)

i4ife+7 are defined systematically in figure 2.4. The feature extraction

using Kirsch mask on a handwritten numeral is illustrated in figure2.6.
Kirsch feature extraction is clearly an efficient technique; it can also extract the
inner and outer curvature features of image objects.

However this approach has

some drawbacks; it is not invariant in translation, scaling, or rotation. The first
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Figure 2.6: The example of Kirsch feature of an image
two invariances are solved by normalizing and centerizing the image, but so far no
effective technique is available to fix the problem of rotation variance for Kirsch
feature extraction. In 1997, Cho Sugn-Bae published his work using four directional
Kirsch features in handwritten numeral recognition system utilizing a neural network
classifier; the system achieves a 97 % recognition rate, despite the fact th a t he does
not use the most advanced training algorithm for neural network classifier.
W hen the image objects are silhouettes, the distance from a unique reference point
in th e image frame to points on the image curvature is considered to be a good feature.
A research group of Dae-Young Kim, Sung-II Chien, and Hyun Son[18] invented a
feature which is a sequence of distances between the image centroid and pixel points on
the curvature of aircraft silhouette(see figure 2.7, figure 2.8, and figure 2.9). The group
claims th at the feature is translation-invariant, scaling-mvariant(after normalization),
and rotation-invariant (if the sequence starts from the biggest distance). We think th at
the claims for translation-invariance and scaling-invariance are reasonable; however
the rotation-invariance of the feature is doubtful, since the uniform shapes of aircrafts
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m ay have more than one largest distance from the centroid to pixel points on the
im age curvature. Despite its feature weakness in rotation-invariance, this feature
representation is unique, and the work inspired the design of the feature which may
be completely invariant in translation, scaling, and rotation. In 1991, the prototype
system for aircraft identification introduced by this research group achieved a 97 %
recognition rate.

Figure 2.7: Aircraft Curvature

2.2

C lassifications

Insofar as neural networks are concerned, multilayer feedforward neural networks have
been used successfully in function approximation and classification problems. The
stan d ard training algorithm for this type of network structure is backpropagation with
a m om entum weight change. Despite successes in solving several design problems, the
backpropagation with a momentum weight change has serious disadvantages in slow
training. For instance, in consideration of the high dimensional classification problem.
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Figure 2.9: Feature sequences
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Figure 2.10: The experiment results
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th e backpropagation sometimes demonstrates incomplete learning, which happens
when a neural network resists to leam few train patterns; this results in an extremely
slow tra in in g process.

This drawback in classification is very serious, because it

guarantees the failure of any test patterns th a t are similar to the unlearned train
patterns; this in turn reduces the generalization performance of the neural network
classifier.
One practical solution to these problems was proposed by Ravi K othari, Powsiri
Klinkrachom and Roy S. Nutter[20], in a technique called Gradual Increase in Ac
curacy (GIA). GIA is basically the rule which causes the backpropagation training
algorithm to train the neural network using only one train pattern in every epoch.
Each train patterns is used for training until the neural network reaches an output
w ithin ±e(e is initially large) of the target. After outputs from all train pattern s are
within ± e of their targets, e is gradually decreased and the training process restarts
until all outputs of train patterns are eventually within the updated ± e. T he whole
process of training is repeated until e is equal to a very small percentage of target
outputs.
T he experimental results using this new approach on four classification problems
are shown on the table in figure2.10. The learning rate was set to 0.3 and the mo
m entum was set to 0.9(3 times of the learning rate) for all experiments except the
EXOR problem where the momentum rate was set to 0.5.
T he approach of using GIA to accelerate the backpropagation training algorithm
with momentum weight change is effective and has less overhead because it requires
no additional complex computations which usually require significant com puting time
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to select of train patterns. Although the speed improvement of GIA can be up to
five times faster than the backpropagation training algorithm, training one pattern
repeatedly until its output is in the range of ± e of the target can cause unlearning of
previously learned patterns. This in turn results in temporal instability in the training
process. The solution for this problem will soon be introduced in this dissertation.

2.3

Sum m ary

Significant in the field of feature representation indicates th at angular features of
the image curvature are translation and scaling invariances and can be used in many
image recognition systems successfully. Additionally, the GIA approach suggests th at
the backpropagation training algorithm can be accelerated by the selective training
on a single train pattern which has more error than the preset limit.
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Chapter 3
Deviating Angular Feature
This chapter will discuss the representation of the deviating angular feature and the
theories which explain its properties. In general, the deviating angular feature is a
sequence of angles ranging between —tt and H-tt. It has the outstanding properties of
translation invariance, rotation invariance, and scaling invariance. W ith appropriate
techniques for image curvature extraction, the deviating angular feature can signif
icantly improve the performance of many image recognition applications including
the handwritten numeral recognition system and the autom atic aircraft identification
system.
To capture the hierarchical structure of deviating angular feature, we will first
describe the basic element of the feature called deviating angle. T h e deviating angular
feature, which is the sequence of deviating angles, will also be described.

3.1

The D escription o f D eviating A ngle

The deviating angle is defined as the directional measurement of angular change
between two vectors th a t concatenates at a single point on a plane in the rectangular
coordinate system, and in which the magnitude of the deviating angle is less than or
equal to

tt.

Suppose a, 6, and c are points on a plane in rectangular coordinate system, and
the deviating angle from vector Vab to vector Vbc is the angle indicating how much the
course of vector Vbc moves away from the course of vector Vab- T he deviating angle

21
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is positive if the angular excursion between two vectors swerves in counter clockwise,
and it is negative if the excursion swerves in the opposite direction.
D e fin itio n 3.1 Let a, b and c be any points on a plane in rectangular coordinate
system;

is a vector from a to 6, and V6c is a vector from b to c. Let k be th e unit

vector perpendicular to the plane of Vab and Vbc th at points to the direction agreeable
to a right-handed system of Vab, Vbe, and k. The deviating angle from Vab to Vbc is
defined to be
_

f {Vab X U6c) • f c l

\ \VabXU6c| J

1 f Vgfc • V6c 1

(3.1)

1luafti|Uk| J

for which —tt < A < H-tt.
In figure 3.1, let a, b, and c be points on the a plane of rectangular coordinate
system;

is a vector from a to 6 and vie is a vector from b to c. Therefore A is the

deviating angle from Vab to v&c.
y

X
Figure 3.1: The deviating angles from Vab to VbcT h e o re m 3.2 If a, b, and c are the points on a plan in rectangular coordinate system,
then the deviating angle from

to Vbc is translation invariance.
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P r o o f: Let the coordinates of points a, &, and c on a plane in the rectangular coor
dinate system be (xa,yo), W ,% ), and (xe,ye)- And let the coordinates of th e same
a, b, and c on a plane in the new rectangular coordinate system which has its origin
located a t (xo,yo) relative to the old coordinate system be {xa>,yaf), (ary,yy), and
(X(j,yd)isee figure 3.2). We are proving th a t the deviating angles firom Vab to Vbc are
the same on both rectangular coordinate systems.

X

Figure 3.2: The coordinate translation of point a, 6, and c.

Suppose Vab - (Xb-Xa, yb~ya) , ^
, V ve =

{xe -

X y, yy -

= (Xc~Xb, % -% ) and Va'y = (xy -X a', yv -yaf)

y y ).

From the transformation of coordinates involving pure translation[30],
Xa> = X a - Xo,

yaf = ya ~ Vo

(3.2)

Xy = X b — Xo,

yy = y b - Vo

(3.3)

Xy = X c - Xo,

yy = y c - Vo

(3.4)

The equalities of vectors Va>y and ifab, vyy and Vbc can be derived as the following:
Vafy

=

((X b - Xo) -

(X a - X«) , (%/6 - y « ) -

(Va - !/o))
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yff

— (3^6

t'6'c'

ya)

=

Vab

=

((^^c — ^ o ) — ( % — X o ) , (î/c — V o ) -

=

{ x c - X b,ye-yb)

(3 5)
iV b — V o ) )

= Vbc

(3-5)

Let A be the deviating angle from Vab to vtc, and let A ' be the deviating angle from
Vafv to vi/cf- According to definitions.!, we have

A

_

f

=

{Vgb X V b e ) » k \

I [ U g f Vftc 1

lUo6 X U6c|

I Ivofcl |%c| J

\

A

,

J

f (tTg/y X V y ^ ) • fcl

_

\VafV y- Vi/cf\

I

j

1 [ Ug/y • VVcf \
\W a fb '\\V b > c '\)

Prom equations 3.5 and 3.6, we prove th at

Vab —

Vbc — ^Vd

Therefore we conclude that

[
=

\vabyvbcl

J

ll% .ll% =u

A'

and the theorem is proved.
T h e o re m 3.3 If o, 6, and c are any points on a plane in rectangular coordinate
system, the deviating angle from Vab to Vbc is rotation invariance.
P ro o f: Let the coordinates of points a, b, and con a plane in a rectangular coordinate
system be {xa,ya), (xb,yb), and (xc,yc)- And let the coordinates of the same a, b,
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and c on a plane in a new rectangular coordinate system, which has its x-axis make
an angle a with the positive x-axis of the old coordinate system while the origins
and {xc>,yd) (see

of both rectangular system are the same, be (ara^,ya')j

figure 3.3). We are proving th a t the deviating angles from Vab to Vbc are the same on
both rectangular coordinate systems.

Xh

X

Figure 3.3: The coordinate rotation of point a, 6, and c.

Suppose Vab

=

{Xh—Xa,

v v d — {xd - X f / , y d -

î/fc—ÿ a ) ,

Vbc =

(^c—^6, V c - V b ) and

VafV =

{ x v — X a ', V v - V a ' ) ,

yv)-

From the transformation of coordinates involving pure rotation[30],

sin(o:)

(3.7)

Xy = Xf, cos{a) + yb sin(a),

t/y = yt cos(o:) —x&sin(a)

(3.8)

Xy = XcCOs(o:) + ÿ c s in ( a ) ,

yd = yccos(o:) - X cS in(a)

(3.9)

Xa' = Xa

cos(or) +

Va

sin(a),

t/o'

=

Va

cos(o!) -

Xa

F irst we derive v ^v and uyy in term s of Xa, X&, ya, and % only. From equations 3.7,
3.8, 3.9

V a 'v

=

{ (Xb cos(o:) + yb sin(a)) - (xa cos(a) +

sin(a)) ,
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(% cos(a) - r6sin(a)) =

{(% - Xa) cos (or) +
{Vb -

V f/t'

=

Va)

-

{yb

cos(a) - (X6 -

sin(a),

ya)

sm (a)}

X a)

{(xc - Xa) cos (a) +
{Vc -

We then prove th a t

(3.10)

{(a^c cos(a) + î/c sin(a)) - (xt cos(a) +
(yccos(ûf) —XcSin(a)) —( y b C o s { a )

=

XaSin(o:))}

(yaC os{a) -

Vb)

Vab x Vbe i s

Vab X Vbc

=

—

yt

s in (a )),

x&sin(a!))}

- %) sin(a),

cos(a) - (Xc -

Xb)

sin(a)}

(3.11)

equal to %'y x vyc'.

{ {Xb - X a ) (^c

- %) - (Xc - X&) (%/&-

ya)

From equations 3.10 and 3.11, we have

Va'v X Vbf^

=

{((x* (xc -

Xa)

Xb)

cos(a) -

{yb - y a )

sin(a)) - ((y& -

((xc - xe,) cos(a) + (t/c =

{(a:6 -

Xa){yc

{Vb - y a ) { V c

-

(X6 —Xa)(xc -

-

Vb)

ya)

yb)

Xb)

sin (a ))} t

sin(o:) cos(a) —

y a ) { x c - Xb)

sin^(a:) -

(xc -

X b ){y b - y a )

cos^(a) +

Xb)

cos(a) -

cos(a) - (x& - x«) sin(a))

sin(o-) cos(o:) -

Vb)

{Vb - y a ) { V c - Vb)

yb)

cos^(a) +

ivb -

(X6 —X a ) { x c -

sin(a))((j/c -

sin(a) cos(a) —

sin(a) cos(o:) +
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(X6 -

=

X a){V c -

{((X6 - XaKVe - Vb) ~ (xe ~ Xi){yi, - y*)) cos^(a) +
((X ft -

=

Vb) s m ^ { a ) k

{((2^6 -

Xa){yc -

Vb) -

-

X a){yc

Vb)

(xc -

-

(xe

X b) {y b -

~

Xb)(yb

y « )) s m ^ { a ) } k

~

y a ))(s in \a )

+

c o s^ (a ))}fc

=

{(2^6 -

X a)(yc -

=

Vab y- Vbc

Vb) -

(X e ~ X b )(y b -

ya )}k

(3.12)

W e f u r t h e r d e r i v e t h e e q u a l i t y o f Vab • Vbc a n d V a f v • v y ^ -

Vab • Vbc

P r o m e q u a tio n s

3.10

and

Va>v • V y y

=

{Xb - X a ) { X c - Xb) + (yb - y a ) { y c - Vb)

3.11,

=

=

w e have

((x ft - x « ) COS ( a ) + (% -

%/«) s i n ( a ) )

((xc -

x&) c o s ( a ) + ( ÿ c -

Vb) s i n ( a ) ) +

((Vb -

y a ) c o s (a : ) -

(X6 -

Xa) s i n ( a ) ) +

{(V c -

Vb) c o s (a ) -

(X c -

X b ) s in (a :))

(X b -

X a)(X c -

X b ) c o s ^ (o r ) +

(x c -

X b )(yb -

y a ) s in (a ) c o s (a ) +

( x b - X a ) ( y c - Vb) s i n ( a ) c o s ( a ) +

(Vb - V a ) ( y c - Vb) s i n ^ ( a ) +

(Vb -

V a ) ( y c - Vb) c o s ^ ( a ) -

(xft - X o ) ( y c - Vb) s i n ( a ) c o s ( a ) -
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(Xc - %&)(% - Va) sin(a:) cos(a) +
(xft - Xg)(xc - x&) sin^(a)
=

(xft-X a)(x c-a:6 )(sin ^(a)+ co s^(a)) +
(% -

V a){yc

- y6)(sin^(û!) + cos^(a))

=

(X6 -

X a )(X c - Xft) + (^6 -

=

Vab*Vbe

%/«) (j/c ~ V h )

(3.13)

The equality of \vab\ and |va'y| is being derived as the following.
|v«a| =

\l{x b -X a Y -^{y b -y c Y

Prom equation 3.10, we have
\Va’v \

=

{((X & -

((%/6 =

X a ) CO S(tt) + (% ~ %/a) S in (o :))^ +

ya)

sin(a) -

{xb

- Xa) cos(a))^}*

{(Xft - Xa)^ cos^(o:) 4- {yb - %/a)^sin^(a) +
(X6 - Xa)(%/& - %/a) sin(a) c o s ( q ) 4- {yb - %/a)^cos^(o:) (Xft - Xa)(%/6 - %/a) sin(a) cos(o!) 4- {Xb

=

- Xa)

sin^(o:)}5

{(X6 - Xa)^(sin^(o:) 4- cos^(o:)) 4- (%
/&- %/a)^(sin^(a) 4C O S ^(or))}a

=

y / (X6 -

=

luoil

X a)2 4 - { V b -

%/c)^

(3.14)

Finally the equality of |uk| and |uyc'| is derived.
|V6cl

=

\/{ X c -

X b ) ^ 4 - (%/c -

V b)^
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From equation 3.11, we have

\vvA

=

=

{((Xc - Xft) cos(o:) + (ÿc - yô) Sin(a))^+
((yc -

Vh)

sin(o:) -

{(ic -

Xbf cos^(a) +

(x c -

X b ) { y c - Vb)

(yc -

VbŸ

cos^(a)

- z&) cos(or))^}5

(X c

(y« - y&)^ sin^(o:) +

sin(a) cos(or)
-

(X c -

+

%)(yc

-

Vb)

sin(a) cos(a)

+

(xc - X6)sin^(a)}5
=

{(xc - X6)^(sin^(a) + cos^(o:)) + (y^ - y6)^(sin^(a) +
COS^(CK))}3

=

\J { x c -x ,,Y + (y c -y b Y

=

|%L|

(3.15)

Let A be the deviating angle from Vab to ujc, and let A! be the deviating angle from
Va'v to Vf/cf- According to definitions. 1, we have
^
/ _
A! =

( (îüxùk)'& l
\ |iÜ X U6c| J
J {Vg'V X «ye>)
\
X iV c r |

1
X lüaèl |u6c| J
1 ^^-1 f Vg'l/ • VVd \
\\va>v\\vvd\j
Jj
l|iv y |l% .

From equations 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15, we prove th a t
Vab ^ ^6c ”
V ab • V b c

=

^
V a fd • V ^ d

l^adl — |î^a'y|
\V b c \

=

\v v A
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Therefore we conclude th a t
f (t^x6 X Ufic) • f c ]
X

\ 1%
.

=

_ i f Uo6 • Ufic 1

P IwKil
1 f tyy • Vye 1

(üg/y X nyc>)

{

ItV y X U y ,,!

J

lln y y lliry y l/

J!

=

and the theorem is proved.

T h e o re m 3.4 If a, 6, and c are any points on a plane in rectangular coordinate
system , then the deviating angle from Ug* to

Vhc

is scaling invariance.

P ro o f: Let the coordinates o f points a, 6, and c on a plane in rectangular coordinate
system be (zg,%/g), (^6,

and

And let the coordinates o f points

a', U,

and

d

in the sam e coordinate system be (Xg/, j/g/), (xy, yy), and (x y , yy) where Xg = sx^,

Va

= sy^. a;» = sx j, ya = sy'^, Xg = sx^, yc = sy^ and s is any positive real constant (see

figure 3.4). We are proving th a t the deviating angles from

Vab

to

is equal to the

Vbc

deviating angle from Vg/y to vyy.
Suppose
VVcf

Vab =

{ X b - X a , V b - V a ) , ^bc

=

{Xc~Xb, Vc-Vb)

Uud Ug/y = (xy -X g ,, yy ~ V a ' ) ,

= (xy —Xy, yy — yy).

From the vector representation[30], we derive the equality o f

Vab

Vbc

=

|U o6 X U 6c|
Vab

X

Vbc

|Uo6 X Vagi

{ {Xb -

=
^

Xa){Ve -

l(a:6 -

Vb) ~ {Xc ~ X b ) ( V b -

Xa){Vc ~ Vb) ~ {Xc

{(xa - Xg)(yc - y&) - (Xg \ ( Xb -

Xa)(Vc -

and

Vb) -

-

Va)}k

Xb){Vb ~ Va) I

X b) j Vb

~

{Xc - X b) i Vb -

Va)}^
Va) \

From the scaling transform ation, we have
Ug,y X i/yy

=

{ (x y - Xg,)(yy - yy) - (xy - Xy)(yy -

Va')}^
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V c--

Va-

X

(a)

Varx!

(b)
Figure 3.4: The coordinate scaling of point o, 6, and c.
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\Va'V X V v e \

=

{{sXf , - 3 X a ) ( s y c - s yb) — { s Xc — s X b ) { s y b - s y a ) } k

=

S^{(X6 - Xa K Vc

=

\{^V — Xa;){yd ~

=

I{sXb - 3 X a ) { s y c - 3yb) - (sX c - 3 X b ) ( s y b - 3Va)I

=

|s^{(ar6 - Xa ){ y c - Vb) - ( x c

Vb) - {Xc - X b ) ( ÿ b ~ V a ) } k

-

Vv)

(3-17)

~ { ^ d ~ X v ) { y v - ÿ a)l

-

z&)(% - y a ) } \

(3.18)

Prom equations 3.16, 3.17, and 3.18, we prove the following equalities.
Vg'V X t/yç/

^

- Xq ){ y c - y t ) - (%c - Xb){yb - y a ) } k
{(%& - Xa ){ y c ~ Vb) ~ (Xc ~ Xb){yb ~ W } l

\Va>V X V v d \

{(Xfe - X g ) ( y c - Vb) - (xc - Xb)(yb - y a ) } k

_

|(Z6 - Xa){yc - yb) - {Xc - Xb){yb - W l

^ ^6c

(3.19)

\V a b X Û6c|

Here we derive Vgiy • v^ef hi term of Vgb • Vbc-

Vab • V b c

=

(Xb - Xg) {Xc - Xb) + {yb - y a ) {Vc ~ % )

Vg>v • V v d

=

{ x v — Xa>){Xc> ~ Z y ) +

=

{3Xb - 3Xa)( 3Xc ~ 3Xb) + ( s y t ~ 3 y g ) ( 3 y c - 3yb)

=

S ^ { (Z 6 -

=

3^{Vgb»Vbc)

Finally we derive

|t ^ ' y |

in term of

X a )(X c -

(uatl

(y y — yg > ){yd — y v )

X&) + {yb -

yg){yc

~

V b)}

(3.20)
and

|u y y |

X a)^ +

in term of

iyb -

(u6c|.

\Vab\

=

\J (X b -

\vg>v\

=

y / { x v - Xg>)^ + ( y v - y^)^

=

y (sxft - SZa)2 + {syb - 3yc)‘^

V c)^
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=

S \ J (Xft — X a Y + {V h — Vc)^

=

SW

[uftcl =
\vvd\

(3.21)

yj(^c -

+ (vc - VhY

=

y/ {^d — ^bfY + {ye — yvY

=

y j{sx c -

5Xft)2 4 - ( a y e -

sy tY

= 3yJ{Xc— XbY + {Ve ~ VbY
=

s |u5c|

(3.22)

From equations 3.20, 3.21, and 3.22, we derive th e equality of
V g b • V bc

(X6 — X g )(X c — X h ) + (y& ~ V t ^ j V c ~ V b )

_

1^1 1^1
t?a/y # V v d

y j (Xft — X a Y +

_

Wa'v\\vvcf\

and

(î/6 — V c ) ^ y (^C — ajfc)^ + (î/c — V b Y

________ S^{(X ft — X q )(X c — Xft) +

(% ~ y a ) { y c ~ ÿ t ) } ________

{sy/{Xb - Xa)^ + (% ~ %)^) («>/ (^c ~
(Xft -

X q )(X c -

X b ) 4- iV b -

VaKVc -

+ {Vc ~ Vb)^)
Vb)

yj(X6 - XaY + (î/6 - VcYyJi^c - X iY + (%/c - VbY
Vab • V b c

(3.23)

|u«i| lU6c|
From equations 3.19 and 3.23, we prove that

^afb^ ^
|Ua'y X Uyc'l

Vo6 ^ ^6c
|Vo6 X UfccI
Vgb • Vbc

_

|üa6||v6cl

Vq'y * VVcf

Ivo'ylluyyl

Therefore we conclude that
.

_

f (^a6XU6c)»fe] _____ i f
[

1%^ Xi?6c| J

_ f (^tt'y X
I

\ lUodl |v6c| J

#&1
- 1 r V g'V •
|vo'y X uyc»! JlltVylluyc'lj
U yy)

)

VVd

1
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where A is the deviating angle from Vab to ujc , -4' is the deviating angle from Va>y to
Vb'c', and the theorem is proved.

3.2

D escription o f D eviatin g Angular Feature

Previously the deviating angle from any three points on a plane has been defined, we
will now describe the deviating angular feature as a finite sequence of the deviating
angles calculated from a finite sequence of points on a plane in rectangular coordinate
system. If the finite sequence of points is an ordered set of pixel points on an image
curvature, the deviating angular feature can be the excellent description of changes in
directions of image curvature, and it is completely invariant in translation, rotation,
and scaling. In figure 3.5, suppose th a t point a, 6, c, d, and e be a sequence of points
on the curvature line. Consequently, we can generate a deviating angular feature
consisting of three deviating angles A i , Xg, and A s from these five points.
y

X

Figure 3.5: The deviating angular feature of points a,b, c, d, e.

D e fin itio n 3.5 Let {po,Pi,Pz, • • • ,Pn} be a sequence of points on a plane in rectan
gular coordinate system. The deviating angular feature of these sequential points is
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defined to be
VT

=

{Ak}

where A k is the deviating angle firom

^ptPk+i for which 1 < & < n —1.

T h e o re m 3.6 If {po,Pi,P 2 , • • • »Pn} is a sequence of points on a plane in rectangular
coordinate system, then

is the deviating angular feature of these sequential points.

The deviating angular feature, V T , is translation invariance, rotation invariance and
scaling invariance.
P ro o f: From definition 3.5, the deviating angular feature of a sequence of n + 1 points
on a plane in rectangular coordinate system is defined to be
=

{Ak}

(3.24)

where
Ak

=

/
I

^
l^pt-ip* ^ ^PfcPt+i[

j

cos-^ I
I
I |^pfc-ipfc| l^p*p*+il j

(3.25)

for which 1 < A: < n — 1 (see definition3.1).
From theorem 1, theorem 2 and theorem 3, we proved th at Ak is translation in
variance, rotation invariance, and scaling invariance. Since Ak represents all elements
of D.F, we can now prove that the deviating angular feature, V T , is also translation
invariance, rotation invariance, and scaling invariance.

3.3

Sum mary

In this chapter we have established the formal definition of the deviating angular
feature to be a finite sequence of the deviating angles derived firom a fixed ordered
set of points on a plane in rectangular coordinate system. Further we provide the
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proved theories explaining th a t deviating angles and deviating angular feature are
translation, scaling, and rotation invariance.
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Chapter 4
Feature Extractions
Perhaps the most influential process of image recognition system is the feature ex
traction, because this is the process th a t translates images to the encoded information
which is sent to the classification process where the recognition takes place. Obvi
ously, the qualities of the output from feature extraction process have an immense
contribution to the success of the system accuracy. Generally, the powerful feature
extraction techniques for image recognition system must generate the features, which
typically contain the common characteristics of images, while suppress any meaning
less interferences. These techniques should also be reliable enough to w ithstand any
nonuniform distortions and vagueness which images may have.
In the current chapter we will discuss two feature extraction processes which
we have specially customized for a handwritten numeral recognition system and an
autom atic aircraft identification system. We will then elaborate on the uses of the
deviating angular feature which is used in both customized processes.

4.1

The Feature E xtraction for H andw ritten N um erals

In order to achieve a highly valuable features from handw ritten numeral images,
we have to customize a few techniques for being used in specific purposes. As a
results of our preliminary experiments, we found th a t a combination of deviating
angular feature and Kirsch feature can improve the accuracy of handwritten numeral
recognition system. Thus our feature extraction process is designed to generate two

37
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types of features; the deviating angular feature of image profiles, and the Kirsch
feature in horizontal and vertical directions.

4.1.1

D eviatin g A ngular Feature o f H andw ritten N um erals

The definition of the deviating angular feature has been presented, and now the image
profile extracting techniques for handwritten numeral will be described. If we intuit
th a t the algorithm for extracting the profile of binary bitm ap images is the process
of identifying and collecting the sequence of image pixel points on the profiles, then
we may sample the collected sequence of pixel points in order to regulate the size of
the deviating angular feature.
Continuing in this direction, our feature extraction process for deviating angular
feature of handwritten numeral images is divided into three operational steps. The
first step was to develop algorithms to collect pixels representing the left profile and
the right profile of images. Second we treated these collected pixels as points in a
rectangular coordinate system; the result of conjoining these sequential pixel points
with straight lines is a piecewise image curvature; we sampled the piecewise image
curvature to get n marking points. Third we calculated the deviating angular feature
of size n — 2 firom the n marking points. The followings are the details of these
operations and the analysis of their results.
4 .1 .1 .1

A lg o rith m s o f im a g e p rofile e x tr a c tio n

In this section we will describe two algorithms to extract the left profile and right
profile of a handwritten numeral image through a high-level language named Pidgin
ALGOL\l\. Here we will assume th at PDCfiV, N] is two dimensional array represent
ing the image binary bitmap, while CUKV[iV] is an array of structure which consists
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of two variables for containing row index and column index of pixel points on the
image profile.
The first algorithm, R IG H T _ C U R V , basically searches for black pixels of a
binary bitm ap image from the top to bottom rows of the right profile and collects any
first black pixels found on each rows in sequential order (see the algorithm in figure
4.1).
The second algorithm, L E F T _C U R V , works very much the same way as
R IG H T -.C U R V , except this algorithm collects the black pixel of a binary bitm ap
image from top to bottom row of the left profile. The complete details of the algorithm
are also described in figure 4.2.
The outputs of these two algorithms can be illustrated in figure 4.3, which illus
trates how image of a numeral(number four) is processed and the pixels of left and
right profiles are extracted. After these pixel points are connected with straight lines,
we get two piecewise profiles which will be used in the next operation.
4 .1 .1 .2

P la c in g a n u m b e r o f M a rk in g P o in ts

Next we sample the image profile piecewise in such a way that the marking points
are spread equally in vertical(see figure 4.4). In practice, the method of placing a
number of marking points on the image piecewise profiles can be done by computing
the coordinates of n marking points through interpolation. This occurs because we
can get the y-coordinates of all marking by dividing the difference between the ycoordinates of the highest and lowest pixel points collected in the previous process
into equally n — 1 intervals(Ay). Thus, y-coordinate of the first sampling point(yi)
will be equal to the y-coordinate of the highest pixel point, and the y-coordinate of n**
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in p u t
ROW
COL
PDC
o u tp u t
CUBV

: maYimiim numbers of rows in the bitm ap
; maximum numbers of columns in the bitm ap
: two dimentional array(binary bitm ap)
: two dimentional array collecting pixels

0. p ro c e d u r e R IG H T .C U R V E
1. b e g in
2.
i 4- R O W ;
3.
j <r- COL;
4.
A 0;
5.
w h ile i > 0 d o
6.
b e g in
7.
w hile j > 0 do
8.
b e g in
9.
if(PDC[i, j] = BLACK) t h e n
10.
b e g in
11.
CURVfArJ.Y
i;
12.
CURV[&].X ^ j]
13.
k 4—A; + 1;
14.
b rea k ;
15.
end
16.
1;
17.
end
18.
ii-i-l;
19.
end
20. e n d

Figure 4.1: Algorithm for Right Curvature extraction
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in p u t
ROW
COL
PDC
o u tp u t
CUHV

: maximum numbers of rows in the bitm ap
: maximum numbers of columns in the bitm ap
: two dimentional array(binary bitmap)
: two dimentional array collecting pixels

0. p ro c e d u re L E F T _ C U R V
1. b e g in
2.
i <- R O W ;
3.
j
0;
4.
k i—O',
5.
w h ile i > 0 d o
6.
b e g in
7.
w h ile j < C O L do
8.
b e g in
9.
if( PDC[i, j] = BLACK ) th e n
10.
b e g in
11.
CURV[Jfe].Y <- i;
12.
CURV[ife].X <- j',
13.
k < - k + l]
14.
b reak ;
15.
end
16.
j < - j + 1;
17.
end
18.
i <—z + 1;
19.
end
20. e n d

Figure 4.2: Algorithm for Left Curvature extraction
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Figure 4.3: The left and right profiles of a numeral image
marking point will be yi - (n —1)Ay. Prom these y-coordinates of n marking points,
we can get their x-coordinates from a linear interpolation. For example, suppose
point a, z and h are sequential on a straight line in which the x-coordinates and ycoordinates of point o and b are known. The x-coordinate of point z can be calculated
from the formula for linear interpolation:

%% = —--- — {Xb — Xg) -h Xa
V b - V z

Figure 4.4: Placing the vertical marking points in the left profile
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4 .1 .1 .3

C a lc u la tin g t h e D e v ia tin g A n g u la r F e a tu r e

From the sequence of n marking points {po,Pi>P2 j • • • »Pn}> we calculate a sequence of
deviating angles from formula 3.25. The sequence of n —2 deviating angles becomes
the deviating

a n g u la r

feature of the image curvature which is ready to be used in the

classification process.
• K

Figure 4.5: The deviating angular feature

From the figure 4.5, suppose {a, 6, c , .. . , j , k} are eleven marking points of the left
profile piecewise on the rectangular coordinate system and th at we have the sequence
of vectors {tfo*, Vbc, iw , - -,

Uj*} over the m arking points.

Obviously we get a

deviating angular feature of nine deviating angles {A i, Ag, A s , .. ., Ag}.
Finally it is im portant to notice th a t the num ber of deviating angles of the feature
is always two less than the number of the marking points.
4 .1 .1 .4

T h e A n a ly sis

The deviating angular features we get from the left profile and the right profile are
theoretically translation, rotation, and scaling invariances. However, the approach
utilizing image profiles has a limitation due to ambiguities from the information of
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image outer profiles. This lim itation is definitely a serious problem if images Grom
different categories have no differences on their profiles.

Figure 4.6: LeftzThe image of number 0, RightzThe extracted left and right profiles.

Figure 4.7z LeftzThe image of number 8 , RightzThe extracted left and right profiles.

To illustrate the problematic scenario, we suppose th a t
atin g angular features from the images of numeral 0 and

v

%

8

and

be the devi

in figure 4.6(L) and 4.7(L).

:Fq =
=

From figures 4.6(R) and 4.7(R), we can see that the profiles of two numeral images
extracted by the the left and right profile generating algorithms are exactly identical
therefore, the deviating angular features of both images are also identical. In other
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words
VJ^Q =

DjFg

(4.2)

In order to get a correct classifications, classifiers(functions) m ust produce two
difierent outputs (or function values) from the identical inputs to distinguish the
image of number 0 from the image of number

8.

By definition, a function is an

association between each element in a set of independent variables(domain) to an
unique element of a set of dependent variables(range) governed by an unambiguous
rule. Obviously, to distinguish the previous two numeral images would require the oneto-many association(mapping), which is mathematically impossible(see figure 4.8).
Fortunately the handwritten numeral images similar to this example are very rare,
though they cannot be ignored.

L'CMAlri

CAMlj

Figure 4.8: One-to-many association(mapping), / : x

y.

To solve the problem, we have used more features to reveal the internal details of
the numerals, which in turn give the combined distinguishable features for the images
from different categories.
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4.1.2

Kirsch Feature

T he Kirsch feature is the feature of local line segment indication. The feature can
be generated by applying the directional filter functions to each pixels of an binary
bitm ap image, and the function values of each pixels becomes a sequence of quantities
representing the Kirsch feature in one direction. Following are two types of Kirsch
functions used in our handwritten numeral recognition system: the horizontal Kirsch
function, and the vertical Kirsch function. The horizontal Kirsch function is defined
as
kh{i,j) =

m ax[|5ui (i,j) - 3di ( i , j ) | , jSug ( i,j) - Sck

(a) Horizontal Kirsch filter function

(b) Horizontal Kirsch feature

Figure 4.9: Horizontal Kirsch feature and its filter function
where i and j are the indexes of the pixel to which the horizontal Kirsch function is
applied and
ui

=

pix[i +

di

= Tpix[i - l , j

- i \ + pix[i -

U2

= pix[i +

1,j

-

1]

+ pix[i + 1 , j] + pix[i + 1 , j +

dz

=

1,J

-

1]

+ pix[i -

-

1,J

-

1]

+ jnx[i + 1 , i ] + pix[i + l , j + 1 ]
1 , j]

1 , j]

+ pix[i —1 , j + 1 ] + pix[i, j — 1 ]+ pix[i, j + 1 ]
1]+

pix[i, j — I] + pix[i, j + 1 ]

+ pix[i — l j + 1 ]
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For a further illustration of Kirsch feature extraction, figure 4.9(a) describes the
horizontal Kirsch filter as it is applied to the image pixel a t row i, column j , and the
horizontal Kirsch feature of a numeral is depicted in figure 4.9(b).
The vertical Kirsch function is similarly defined as
=

-,

m a x [|5 /i(i,j)-3 ri(i,i)l,|5 /2 (t,i)-3 r2 (i,i)|]

I
I

(a) Vertical Kirsch filter function

(b) Vertical Kirsch feature

Figure 4.10: Vertical Kirsch feature and its filter function

where i and j are the indexes of the pixel to which the vertical Kirsch function is
applied, and
11 = pix[i + l , j - I] + p tx [ t,i - 1 ] + pix[i - \ , j - 1] + p tx [i + l ,j] +ptx[z - l , j ]
n

= pix[i + 1 , J +

12

= pix[i + 1, J - I] + ptx[t, i - I] + pix[i - l , j - I ]

T2

= pix[i + 1 , i +

1]

1]

+ pix[i, J■+ 1 ] + pix[i —

4- 1 ]

+ ptx[t, i + 1 ] + pix[i — 1 , j +

1]+

pix[i + 1 , j\ + pix[i — 1 , j]

The vertical Kirsch function applied to image pixel at row t and column j is
described in figure 4.10(a) and the vertical Kirsch feature from a numeral is also
depicted in figure 4.10(b).
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4.2

T h e Feature Extraction for A ircraft S ilh ou ette

T he feature extraction technique which we introduce specially for the autom atic air
craft identification system is mostly suitable to extract the deviating angular feature
&om a silhouette, since it guarantees to produce a feature with pure qualities of trans
lation, scaling, rotation invariance. Because each particular types of image usually
required customizations, the specialized feature extraction technique introduced here
can be divided into three unique operational steps. First, a highly efficient algorithm
based on the approach of finite state machine was developed to generate a sequence
of pixels on the aircraft silhouette curvature. Second, we calculated the deviating
angular feature firom the sequence of collected pixel points, using the formulas in
equation 3.1 and 3.25 with a smoothing method to reduce rippling changes in the
feature caused by low bitmap resolution. Third, we treated the smooth deviating
angular feature as a periodic function which was then sampled for calculating the
complex coefficient modulus in the Fourier series of the function.

4.2.1

A lgorithm of Silhouette Curvature E xtraction

In order to collect the pixels representing the image represented on the silhouette
curvature, we invented an algorithm which begins its search fi-om a single pixel on
th e silhouette curvature; the algorithm then traversed counterclockwise to the next
pixel by inspecting the eight closet neighboring pixels. The algorithm ceases its
search when the complete sequence of the pixels on the silhouette curvature has been
fbund(see figure 4.11). This search algorithm can precisely be described in pseudo
code in figure 4.12 and figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.11: The silhouette curvature of an aircraft

in p u t
SX
: column index of the first pixel on curvature
SY
: row index of the first pixel on curvature
o u tp u t
C U R V : array of structures for containing pixel point coordinates

0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

p ro c e d u re S IL H O U E T T E .C U R V
b e g in
j 4- SX;
i 4- SY;
k i— 0;
w h ile {j, i) ^ (SX, SX ) d o
b e g in
CURV[Jk].X
;;
8.
CURV[A:].Y 4 - z;
9.
A: 4— fc + 1;
10.
( i , X) 4 - N E X T _ P O IN T (
11.
end
12.
end

i );

Figure 4.12: Algorithm for silhouette curvature extraction
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in p u t
X
Y
PDC
N

: column index of the pixel on curvature
: row index of the pixel on curvature
: two dimentional array(binary bitmap)
; two dimentional array indicating the of&et coordinates
of eight neighboring pixels

re tu rn
the new coordinate of the next pixel on the image curvature

0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

p ro c e d u re N E X T J * O IN T
b e g in
i <—0 ;
w h ile i < 8 do
b e g in
if X + N [i].X or Y + N [i].y out of bound th e n
break;
if PD C[X +N [i].X , r + N [ i] .r ] # BLACK t h e n
break;
i
i + 1;
end;
w h ile i < 8 do
b e g in
if X + N [i].X or YH-N[i].y out of bound t h e n
continue;
if PD C[X +N [i].X , y + N [i].y ]
W HITE t h e n
b reak ;
z4-% + l;
end;
r e t u r n ( X-\-N[i].X, y + N [t].y )
end

Figure 4.13: Algorithm for the next point finding
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4.2.2

T he Sm ooth D eviating A ngular Feature

As previous research established, it is possible for a deviating angle to be computed
from a set of three points on a plane and a sequence of deviating angles eventually
became th e deviating angular feature. From the result of silhouette curvature ex
tracting algorithm , we have a circular sequence of n pixel points on the silhouette
curvature. From this circular sequence, we can calculate a deviating angular feature
consisting of n deviating angles. However the deviating angular feature of the silhou
ette curvature may exhibit meaningless rippling changes due to the low resolution of
binary bitm ap. To solve this problem, we have to calculate a deviating angle from
a pixel point and two other points a t the average locations of m pixel points (where
m is a small integer) before and after the pixel point we select. The formulas for
calculating the locations of these two average points a t which the pixel point i are
located are as follows:
Vf)

=

((a ^ i-i +

(xi,yi)

=

( ( x , + i 4 - X i+ 2 +

( a ;/,

where (x/, y/) and

{xi,y{)

Xi-2 + . . . + X i - m ) / m , (% _ i + % _ 2 4 - . . . + y i - m ) / m )

••• +

a :i+ m )/ja i, ( y i+ i +

î/i+ 2 +

• • • + y » + m )/ja i)

are the coordinates of the average points before and after

the pixel i and its coordinate (x*, y,). Consequently, v/, and vu are defined to be
^fi =
%

=

- a:/, y* - y/)
( x / - X i , y t -y,-)

Finally we calculate the deviating angle(A ) from
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T he deviating angular feature derived firom this calculation is called the sm ooth devi
atin g angular feature; it is the feature th at better reflects the fidelity of the silhouette
curvature for binary bitm ap image.

4 .2 .3

The M odulus o f C om plex Coefficients in Fourier Series

As soon as we get the deviating angular feature, we get the image feature which is
absolutely invariant to translation, scaling, and rotation of a image. However, if we
interpret the deviating angular feature as a periodic fimction of a complete cycle over
th e distance of an silhouette curvature, we can see th at the periodic fimction of the
sam e image can difier when the feature extraction algorithm selects difierent points
on th e curvature silhouette for calculating the smooth deviating angular feature. In
o ther words, we still have one more variance to be solved: the phase shifting variance
of periodic function. We solve this problem by calculating the modulus of complex
coefficients in the Fourier series expansion of the deviating angular feature. Then
we use the finite sequence of the modulus of complex coefficients as the input to
the classification process because the modulus of complex coefficientsare absolutely
invariant to the phase shifting in a periodic function. The justification for the

claim

is achieved through the following Fourier series analysis [1 1 , 17, 35].
Suppose f { x) is a periodic function,

/W = ^ +
[«i cosO'x) + bj sin(ix)]
^
j=i

(4.5)

where the period is 27t.
From Euler’s identity
g»i* _ cos(jx) + i sm {jx)
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where x = y / ^ , the Fourier series 4.5 can be w ritten in another form,
fix ) =

(4.7)
3= 0

c -j =

where c, =

.

From equation 4.7, we rearrange f ( x ) to be
OO

/(x )

=

2 co

+

[(c/ + C-j) cos{jx) + i (cj - c_j) sin(jx)]
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i=i
=

E

(4.8)

j = —OO

From the formula of complex coeflScients in Fourier series[30], we have
<h =

/ ( z ) e '" d x

(4.9)

Please note th at if the /'( x ) is actually /( x ) shifted by r , the Fourier series of this
shifted function would be the following.
/ '( i - r )

=

f(x)= ^
J = —OO

4

=

1 ^
^ J

(4.10)

If we focus on only the modulus of Cj and cfj in equation 4.8 and equation 4.10, we
will see th a t
2«\Cj\

)e-‘J*dx

=

0
1 1 1

?
0

and
K|

=

^

I f ( x ) e - ‘X -r> dx
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=

1^1/
0

0
1 1 1

where |e‘^^| =

7

(4.12)

1.

Consequently we have |c^| = j(^| which means th a t the modulus of complex coeffi
cients in Fourier series of two functions different only in phase shifting are equivalent,
(see equation 4.11 and equation 4.12) and the modulus of the complex coefficient can
be calculated from equation 4.13,
|Cjl =

4.3

2

(4.13)

Summary

In this chapter we introduce the customized feature extraction processes originally
invented for handwritten numeral images and aircraft silhouettes. The feature ex
traction process for handwritten numeral images consists of four operational stages:
1)

image profile extraction;

2)

placing a finite marking points on the image profiles;

3) calculation of deviating angular features; and 4) calculation of the Kirsch fea
tures. This feature extraction process can provide the valuable features to the system
classifier.
Another feature extraction process for aircraft silhouettes consists of three opera
tional stages: silhouette curvature extraction; calculation of sm ooth deviating angular
feature; and calculation of the modulus of complex coefficients in the Fourier series
of the smooth deviating angular feature. This feature extraction process can provide
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a valuable feature which is completely invariant in translation, scaling, and rotation
to the system classifier.
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Chapter 5
The Neural Network Classifiers
T he last process of an image recognition system is Classification. This process is very
crucial to the entire operations of the recognition system because it is the mechanism
th a t operates on the abstract information of images and produces the outputs th at
distinguish images of one class firom the others. In m athem atical sense, this process
is basically a particular case of function approximation which can be defined as the
classification function g :

c}, where x G

g{x) is an integer output

in 1 , . . . , c and c is the number of classes[4, 25].
To approximate the classification fimction, we have many techniques &om sta
tistical methods, neural networks, and expert systems th a t can usually be used as
the classifiers of the image recognition systems. In spite of the availabilities of many
alternative methods, we choose neural network approach for our system classifiers
for many reasons. From our extensive literature researches, we discover th a t neural
network is better than classical statistical regression methods because neural network
does not require a specific form of a fimction to be fitted to the train data, neither
it depends on linear superposition and orthogonal fimctions which linear statistical
regression methods are required to use[14j. Further more there are experimental évi
dents which indicates th at the performance of neural network is a t least comparable
to the best nonlinear regression method [37, 38] and it has significant advantages in
solving many problems th at have high dimensional input [7]. The advantages of neu
ral networks over expert systems are also significant since neural networks require no
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guidances from rules or human experts. Neural networks can easily be trained contin
uously from the updated train d a ta while expert systems require rule reconstruction
in the programs [27].
In this chapter we are describing an particular type of multilayered feedforward
neural network called the committee of neural network classifier and the original train
ing algorithm named Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy. Epoch Gradual Increase
in Accuracy training algorithm is invented to improve the performance of Gradual
Increase in Accuracy training algorithm for backpropagation by utilizing a set of train
patterns th a t produce errors higher than the intermediate tolerance at every epochs.
From this modification. Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy can obtain the better
estimates of the error gradient at all time which in turn guide the weight updating of
the neural network to reduce the overall error faster than G radual Increase in Accu
racy. In this chapter we are first reviewing the backpropagation training algorithm, its
m athem atical model and problems. Later we describe G radual Increase in Accuracy
training algorithm and its improvements to Backpropagation. Finally the algorithm
of Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy is explained and the m athem atical analysis of
the improvement of Epoch Gradual in Accuracy training algorithm will be given.

5.1

T he Backpropagation Training A lgorithm

The basic idea of the backpropagation training algorithm is the search algorithm
using an optimizing m ethod named gradient descent as the guiding for minimizing a
sum-of-square error function. Assuming F{w) = F{wi,W 2 , .., w,) be an differentiable
error function of a system varies on a number of independent weight variables, u/„
[14]. According to gradient descent method, the weight vector should be updated for
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a small distance in weight space in the direction of —
the updating of

Therefore we calculate

(weight between node i and node j in layer /) for input p attern

by
(5.1)

dwiij
where t} is the learning rate. To avoid the overshooting problem,

77

would be set to a

small positive number.
By iterating the updating process for all q weights and all N train patterns, the
updating of all w proceeding in this direction will decrease F{w) a t the fastest rate[4].
In order to apply equation 5.1 for training the multilayer feedforward neural net
work,

for the output layer and hidden layers can be derived as the following.

I

2(i+i)h

©

layer 1+1

I

I
©

layer 1

f

I

W iij

I

Figure 5.1: The feedforward neural networks
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Zli
Zli

Figure 5.2: The o utput signal is distributed to every nodes in the next layer.
Using the chain rules(see also figiure 5.1),
dFk{w)
dwi'lij

dFk dlii
dlii dwiij
dwilij

for the

train pattern.

If Z** row is n o t the output layer of the neural network, S{f can be derived as the
following.
dFk
dhi
dFk dZii
dZii dlii
(5.2)
Using the chain rules(see also figure 5.2)
dFk
dZii

’

_
6

dF^
a/g+.h, %

'

"*(1+1)
(5.3)
P=1
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Prom equation 5.2 and 5.3, for the hidden layer,
{

««(t+i)
1
É (^fj+i)p^O+i)p*) j ® .)

and the weight in hidden
;n layer are updated by

E

(^$+l)p^(f+l)P*) j ®

If 1** is the output layer, then
dFk
dZii

dZii
= -2(yf-4)

where

is the p** element of Pfc(the

target).

Thus, for the output layer,

^li =

- 2 (yf -

2 k)

Therefore F{w) can be reduced by moving wuj in

from equation 5.1 the

weight in output layer are updated by

^i”r

=

+ 277(yf - 4)2f/-i)j

W ith a small positive 77 , the s u m m a t i o n weight updating in

will be the contin

uous changes of weight vector th at reduces the error function(F(u;)) in the fashion of
sliding downhill on the error function surface.
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5.1.1

T h e Problem s o f th e Backpropagation

Since the back propagation training algorithm was introduced in 1985[26], several
improvement techniques to the backpropagation have been invented to accelerate
the t r a i n i n g processes. Among these techniques, momentum weight change, the sign
change in individual steps, selective weight initialization, weight decay and so forth
are very well-known. Most of the above improvement approaches are mainly derived
from the ideas of correcting the problems of steepest descent and ravines of the
error functions[32] and they indeed succeeded in accelerating the backpropagation
training algorithm a t certain degrees. However there are less satisfactions from the
techniques mentioned above when we want the improved backpropagation training
algorithm to work not only at reducing the output error faster but also searching
the weight space exhaustively for all training d a ta patterns to be trained(in other
words th e training algorithm will end only when all outputs of the train patterns
are in the small range of error tolerance). Recently there has been an improvement
technique for backpropagation training algorithm from another school of thought, the
approach comes &om the idea of utilizing only the selective train patterns to facilitate
the speedup and promote the complete learning. Gradual Increase in Accuracy is
the training algorithm th at follows this approach and it is the forerunner of Epoch
Gradual Increase in Accuracy training algorithm.

5.2

G radual Increase in A ccuracy

This improvement technique for backpropagation t r a i n i n g algorithm was firstly in
troduced by Ravi Kothari, Powsiri Klinkhachom and Roy S. N utter in I991[20]. The
approach is th a t we firstly force the training algorithm to train the neural network
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? A

I

. , •
^ i i'

1

I

1/

I i
^ '1/

I
i'

I
i'

FA'-EPr,:

Figure 5 . 3 : All t r a i n i n g patterns are used for training with single accuracy target.
a t low level of accuracy(Iarge intermediate tolerance) using only one train pattern at
every epochs. After the neural network learned all train patterns at the intermediate
tolerance, the t r a i n i n g algorithm increases the accuracy level (reduce the intermediate
tolerance) and restarts the t r a i n i n g process again(see figure 5 . 4 ) . The experimental
results using G radual Increase in Accuracy training algorithm (using the same weight
updating rules and momentum weight change as the one used in backpropagation
training algorithm) done by Kothari, Klinkhachom and N utter showed th at the im
provement technique could result in complete learning while the algorithm accelerates
the training process by 2~5 times comparing with the backpropagation alone.

5.2.1

The A lgorithm

For illustration, we explain Gradual Increase in Accuracy train algorithm (GIA) with
pseudo code in figure 5.5. This algorithm takes PA T[N ] as its inputs and the output
of the algorithm is the final updated weight set of neural network.
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• •

.

•

-*---- 1----f----!--- 1----!----!----(OA'TtTrN:

Figure 5.4: Gradual Increase in Accuracy Technique.

5.3

Epoch Gradual Increase in A ccuracy

As we mentioned previously th at Gradual Increase in Accuracy training
algorithm(GIA) uses only one train pattern at each epoches for an interm ediate toler
ance and once the train pattern was learned, the training algorithm obtains another
train pattern for the training process. Consequently some learned train pattem s(the
learned patterns are the train patterns that produce error less than an intermediate
tolerance) can be unlearned by the latter training and the training algorithm must
iterate the t r a i n i n g process until all train patterns are learned.
Using different policy for selecting train patterns, Epoch G radual Increase in Ac
curacy training algorithm is the improved version of GIA, it starts the training process
with all train patterns and withdraws any train patterns &om the process if the train
patterns are learned up to an intermediate tolerance at each epochs. Eventually the
training process at the specific intermediate tolerance ends when there is no train pat
terns left to be trained. And if the intermediate tolerance is not less th an or equal to
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in p u t
IT O L E R
DECBT
FTOLER
PA T
o u tp u t
the trained

:
;
:
:

interm ediate tolerance
decrement of intermediate tolerance
final tolerance
array of the train patterns

neural network

0. p ro c e d u re G IA
1.
b e g in
2.
w hile IT O L E R < F T O L E R do
3.
b egin
4.
rep e at
5.
b e g in
6.
At <—0 ;
7.
i ■i— 0;
8.
w h ile i < iV do
9.
b e g in
10.
b f TRAIN^INGLE_PAT(PAT[ 2], IT O L E R );
11.
i i - i + l]
12.
end
13.
e n d w h ile A: > 0 do
14.
IT O L E R 4 - I T O L E R -D E C R T ;
15.
en d
16. e n d

Figure 5.5: The algorithm of Gradual Increase in Accuracy
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in p u t
I T O L E R : intermediate tolerance
PA T[i]
: array of the train patterns
o u tp u t
the neural network weight updating

0. p r o c e d u r e T R A IN _S IN G L E _P A T
1.
b e g in
2.
fla g 4 - 0;
3.
w h ile fla g = 0 do
4.
b e g in
5.
FO R W A R D _P A SS ( PAT[i] );
6.
E R R O R <- A B S ( N N _ O U T -P A T [i].O U T );
7.
if( E R R O R < IT O L E R ) th e n
8.
b e g in
9.
h i— + 1 ;
10B A C K W A R D _P A S S ( PA T[i] );
11.
c o n tin u e;
12.
end
13.
fla g <— 1;
14.
end
15. e n d
16. e n d

Figure 5.6: The algorithm of training a single pattern
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the f i n a l tolerance, the intermediate tolerance will be reduced gradually and the new
cycle of training process will be started over until the final tolerance is reached(see
figure 5.7).

4----1---

Figure 5.7: Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy Technique

5.3.1

T he A lgorithm

For b etter illustration, Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy training
aJgorithm(EGIA) is explained with pseudo code in figure 5.8. This algorithm takes
PAT[iV] as its input and the output of the algorithm is the final updated weight set
of neural network th at produces overall error lower than the requirement.
In figure 5.9, procedure S E L E C T -T R A IN -P A T is called by procedure EGIA to
calculate the errors of all train patterns in P A T and returns T P A T and n. T P A T
is an array of train patterns th a t have error greater th an the interm ediate tolerance,
and n is the number of train patterns in T PA T .
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in p u t
IT O L E R
DECKT
FTO LER
PA T
TPA T
o u tp u t
the trained

:
:
:
:
:

intermediate tolerance
increment of intermediate tolerance
final tolerance
array of all train patterns
array of the train patterns being used

neural network

0. p ro c e d u re E G IA
1.
b e g in
2.
w h ile IT O L E R < F T O L E R do
3.
b e g in
4.
k i - S E L E C T _T R A IN _P A T ( P A T , N , T P A T );
5.
w h ile fc > 0 d o
6.
b e g in
7.
rep e at
8.
b e g in
9.
i <—0;
10.
w h ile i < A: do
11.
b e g in
12.
FO R W A R D JPA SS( TPA T[i] );
13.
B A C K W A R D _P A SS ( TPA T[i] );
14.
i <- I■+ 1;
15.
end
16.
k
S E L E C T _T R A IN _P A T ( T P A T , k, T P A T );
17.
e n d w h ile fc > 0 do
18.
k <- S E L E C T _T R A IN _P A T ( P A T , N , T P A T );
19.
end
20.
IT O L E R f - IT O L E R - D E C R T ;
21.
end
22.
end

Figure 5.8: algorithm of Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy
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in p u t
P A T : array of the train patterns being exploited
M S IZ E : the number of all patterns in P A T
o u tp u t
TPA T
; array of the train patterns having E R R O R
more than the intermediate tolerance
n
: maximum number of patterns in T P A T

0. p ro c e d u re S E L E C T _ T R A IN _ P A T
1.
b eg in
2.
i< -0;
3.
71 <—0;
4.
w h ile i < M S IZ E d o
5.
b e g in
6.
F O R W A R D _P A S S ( PAT[i] );
7.
ERROR
A B S ( N N _ O U T - P A T [i].O U T );
8.
if( E R R O R > IT O L E R ) th e n
9.
b e g in
10.
T PA T [n] 4- PAT[i];
11.
n i—71+1;
12.
end
13.
i f - i + 1;
14.
end
15.
r e t u r n 7i;
16. e n d

Figure 5.9: algorithm of selecting the train patterns
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5.3.2

T h e A nalysis

Because Epoch G radual Increase in Accuracy training algorithm(EGIA) uses a group
of train p atterns (usually more th an one) th at the neural network does not yet leam at
intermediate tolerance in every epochs, the training algorithm can achieve the neural
network weight change in the direction which maximizes the reduction rate of the
error function from all train patterns exploited a t particular intermediate tolerance.
This riaimm is supported by the interpretation of the gradient described in [14].

V^F{w)

=

In ordinary backpropagation training algorithm, N is the total number of th a n
patterns available(iV is less than infinity) therefore the approximation of error gradient
for backpropagation algorithm is

V„F(tu) = i i ; V , F t ( t u )
ifc=l

Under guiding from this approximation of the gradient, the weight updating is al
ways moved in the direction th a t maximizes the reduction of the system error function
according to the availability of the train patterns. In other words the backpropagation
training algorithm searches the neural network weight space intelligently through the

guide of gradient of the error function. However the quality of moving the weight
space closely to the gradient is not preserved in Gradual Increase in Accuracy train
ing algorithm because the algorithm is forced to train the network from a single train
pattern until all train patterns generate errors less than the intermediate tolerance.
Consequently th e approximation of the gradient descent for the Gradual Increase in
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Accuracy becomes
V „F(tü) =

V«Ffc(tü)

(5.4)

where k is the train pattern index.
Probably Vu,F(it;) in refeqigia is the worst estimation of the error function gra
dient (if there are more than one training patterns available in each epoch). In order
to combine the qualities of the maximum reduction of the system error function from
the ordinary back propagation training algorithm and the complete learning from the
Gradual Increase in Accuracy, Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy training algo
rithm is invented, its improvements come from exploiting all train patterns when the
training process starts however the algorithm withdraws any train patterns th at the
network already learned up to the intermediate tolerance from the training process
a t every epochs. W ith this modification, the Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy
algorithm can update the weight space of neural network a t maximum rate( according
to the availability of train patterns) while it is still promoting the search in neural
network weight space for the complete learning. In this case, the gradient descent of
the Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy is

fc=l
where M is the number of training pattern used for training a t intermediate tolerance
for which 1 < M < iV.

5.4

The Perform ance Tests

In order to measure and compare the performance and specific advantages of Epoch
Gradual Increase in Accuracy training algorithm(EGIA) with Backpropagation with
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momentum weight change training algorithm(BPM) and Gradual Increase in Accuracy(GIA) training algorithm, we test all three algorithm s on two problems. The
first test is to compare speed and generalization of all three algorithms for the func
tion approximation problem. The function used in th is test is Mackey-Glass time
series which is widely used as a benchmark for testing the neural network training
algorithm. The second test is to compare speed and generalization of all three algo
rithm s for classification problem th at is classifying a single numeral &om a pool of
handwritten numeral images.
It is very im portant for every scientific tests th at all principle parameters and envi
ronment of the tests m ust be defined explicitly. The followings are the test parameter,
computer hardware, software we used in both performance tests.
Hardware
CPU: AMD-K 6 166 Mhz
Memory: 32 Mbytes
Software
Operating System: Linux Redhat 5.1
Compiler: g++ (G N U project C + 4 - Compiler)

5.4.1

M ackey-G lass Tim e Series

The Mackey-Glass Tim e Series investigated in this test is generated from the iterative
equation shown below[33].

i(t + l)-i(*)

=
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where the parameters a,

7

a = 3,

are set as follows:

0 =

1.0005,

7 = 6, r = 3

In this test we set the first four initial steps to 1, 0.5, -0.5 and -0.8 then we reiterate
the calculation for 254 more steps firom equation 5.5. The train and test patterns are
generated through the sliding window of size 4 on the series which means th a t we
use a sequence of five contiguous number firom the Mackey-Glass time series where
the first four numbers are the inputs and the fifth number is the target output. The
target output is normalized between 0.05 and 0.95. We allocate 150 patterns firom
the first 154 numbers of the series for training. Similarly we allocate 100 patterns
firom the next 104 numbers firom the series for testing.
The structure of the neural network is the single hidden layer feedforward network
of 4 input nodes, 17 hidden nodes, and a single output nodes. Every nodes in the
networks has Sigmoid activation fimction and all links between them are initialized
with random numbers range between -0.5 to 4-0.5.
The results of the test are the averages number of passes (forward and backward)
which each training algorithms takes to bring the root mean square error(rmse) down
to 0.05. The reason for using the number passes instead of the number of epoches is
th a t GIA and EGIA training algorithms do not usually have the number of forward
passes equal to the number of backward passes. We run every tests 5 times to get the
average passes for each tests. Before being tested, the neural network is initialized
with different set of random numbers on all of its links. The performance tests
are repeated on six different learning rates 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 and the
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momentum weight change is set to 3 times the learning rate. The decrement of
interm ediate tolerance was fixed to

5.4.1.1

0 .2

for every tests we run.

A nalysis o f Test R esults

Prom th e test results in the table(see figure 5.10), we have strong evidences indicating
th a t EGIA is superior than GIA and BPM in speed, reliability, and accuracy in
generalization over a wide range of learning rates
F irst let’s look at the training speed of all three training algorithms, we can
obviously see th a t the speed up ratio between BPM and EGIA is from 1.25 to 3.81
meanwhile the speed up ratio between GIA and EGIA is from 1.96 to 4.32. According
to the test results, we are confirmed th at EGIA is thoroughly faster than GIA and
BPM in all learning rates used in the experiment.
T he reliability of EGIA is also another quality which we should look at carefully.
As it appears in the test results, BPM has only four successes in finishing the training
process to bring the rmse down to 0.05 in 500,000 passes a t learning rate = 0.8 and it
has only one success in doing so at learning rate = 0.9. A similar trend also appears
for GIA reliability, it has only one success in training at learning rate = 0.9. Contrary
EGIA has all five successes in every learning rates. According to this information,
we are confirmed th at EGIA reliability to train the neural network for high accuracy
ou tp ut is higher than the reliabilities we got from BPM and GIA.
In addition the test results also show th a t EGIA has the highest accuracy in
generalization in almost all learning rate. This quality of EGIA is also very im portant
because what we also expect to have from the training algorithms is generalization,
the neural network ability to response correctly to the unseen data.
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BPM

GIA

EGIA

LR

0.4

0.5

0 .6

0.7

0 .8

0.9

FW

10504

8868

9080

8895

26210

38469

BW

10504

8868

9080

8895

26210

38469

TO TAL

21008

17736

18160

17790

52420(4)

76938(1)

1.08

1.04

1.25

1.46

3.81

3.31

TR A IN (rm se)

0.050

0.050

0.050

0.050

0.050

0.050

TE ST(rm se)

0.050

0.050

0.051

0.050

0.050

0.053

FW

30077

21699

22841

26181

31861

76765

BW

13815

5688

5713

6510

8039

23788

TO TAL

43892

27387

28554

32691

39900

100553(1)

2.26

1.60

1.96

2 .6 8

2.90

4.32

T R A IN (rmse)

0.050

0.050

0.050

0-050

0.050

0.050

TE ST(rm se)

0.050

0.050

0.050

0.050

0.051

0.048

FW

12286

12419

11138

9633

10927

18317

BW

7125

4659

3429

2556

2819

4942

TO TAL

19411

17078

14566

12189

13746

23259

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

T R A IN (rmse)

0.050

0.050

0.050

0.050

0.050

0.050

TE ST(rm se)

0.049

0.050

0.050

0.049

0.048

0.049

Figure 5.10: The comparison test results of Mackey-Glass problem
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The advantages of EGIA can be understood by analyzing the frequency distri
bution of train p attern errors of all three training algorithms. From histogram in
figure 5.14 to figure 5.17, we can see th at BPM tries to reduce the overall error by
exploiting all train patterns, however there are times in training process when errors
from few train patterns cannot be reduced. To further reduce the overall error, BPM
must search in the new direction in weight space in order to find a new location where
the error surface of the system leads to further error reduction. During the searching
for a new location in the weight space, many train patterns th a t are learned by the
neural network may become more unlearned, which means th a t the train patterns
produce more error than they used to. At this moment in the training process, the
overall error will rise and fall further more when the errors from more patterns are
reduced, in general this rising and falling of overall error is called local minimum of
overall error. T he local m inim iim problem which normally happens in BPM training
algorithm is the phenomena th at delays the training process. This phenomena can
be viewed from various behaviors of neural network depending on the analytical per
spective. From our perspective, the local m inim nm problem occurs when m ajority of
train patterns push the weight updating too much by their errors and leave few train
patterns unlearned. To solve this problem, we emphasize on giving more training
to the train patterns that have bigger errors. From figure 5.18 to figure 5.23, we
can see th at GIA and EGIA training algorithms adopt the approaches of selective
training and works more on the train patterns producing larger error and the results
are th at both training algorithms can avoid the serious problem of local m inim um .
Further more we see th a t GIA training algorithm is slower th an BPM for this type
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of test which is the function apprcodmation problem. The explanation for the slow
training of GIA is th a t it uses only one train pattern for training over and over in
every epoches and th a t causes many train patterns to be more unlearned and GIA
has to spend more tim e on training those train patterns.

5.4.2

C lassification o f H andw ritten N um erals

To dem onstrate the abilities of EGIA and GIA in solving the incomplete learning,
all three learning algorithms are used to train a neural network to classify the single
numeral from our database of handw ritten numeral images(the details of generating
this database will be explained in chapter 6 ). From the database, we allocate 350
patterns for training and 150 patterns for testing. Each patterns consists of sixty-four
inputs and one single output. The sixty-four inputs come from two image features,
one of the features is angular feature and the other is Kirsch feature. The target
output is binary num ber ( 0 or

1

used for classification).

The structure of the neural network is the single hidden layer feedforward network
of 64 input nodes, 128 hidden nodes, and a single output node. Every nodes in the
network has the same Sigmoid activation function and all links between them are
initialized with random numbers range between -0.5 to 4-0.5.
Similar to the previous test, the results of this test are the average number of
passes (forward and backward) which the backpropagation with momentum weight
change training algorithm (BPM ), Gradual Increase in Accuracy training
algorithm(GIA), and Epoch G radual Increase in Accuracy training
algorithm(EGIA) spent to bring the root mean square error(RM SE) down to 0.05.
Again we run every tests 5 times to get the average passes. Before being tested, the
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Figure 5.11: The generalization of neural network trained by BPM
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Figure 5.12: The generalization of neural network trained by GIA
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Figure 5.13: The generalization of neural network trained by EGIA
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Figure 5.14: The error distribution of neural network trained by BPM
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Figure 5.15: The error distribution of neural network trained by BPM
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Figure 5.16: The error distribution of neural network trained by BPM
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Figure 5.17: The error distributîou of neural network trained by BPM
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Figure 5.18: The error distribution of neural network trained by GIA
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Figure 5.19: The error distribution of neural network trained by GIA
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Figure 5.20: The error distribution of neural network trained by GIA
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Figure 5.21: The error distribution of neural network trained by EGIA
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Figure 5.22: The error distribution of neural network trained by EGIA
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Figure 5.23: The error distribution of neural network trained by EGIA
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neural network is initialised with different set of random numbers on all of its links.
The performance tests are repeated on four different learning rate 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and
0.4 and the momentum weight change is always set to 3 tim es the learning rate. The
decrement of intermediate tolerance is fixed to

5.4.3

0. 2

for all tests.

A nalysis o f Test R esults

FVom the test results on the table in figure 5.24, we can see that EGIA is th e fastest
meanwhile BPM is the slowest. The test results also confirm our speculations th a t
EGIA and GIA will perform better than BPM on classification problems. In this
test we can also see th at the speedup of EGIA for this problem is much higher than
its speedup in Magkey-Glass problem and the explanation to this phenomena is th a t
EGIA and GIA do not have a severe problem of incomplete learning which BPM
terribly suffers from.
This incomplete learning problem usually happens when the backpropagation
training algorithm has to process a large number of train patterns of which the input
dimension is high. By examine the error distribution graphs in figure 5.25 to figure
5.33 carefully we see th at EGIA and GIA firstly spend more time learning the train
patterns th a t have bigger error with respect to the intermediate tolerance then the
intermediate tolerance is gradually reduced until the neural network reaches the final
accuracy of the train process. Unlike the other two training algorithm, th e back
propagation training algorithm has no policy to firstly correct the train pattern s with
bigger errors. This sometimes results in training the neural network to learn only
the m ajority of train patterns and leave very few patterns unlearned. Clearly the
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Figure 5.24: The comparison test result of handw ritten numeral problem
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unlearned patterns cause a seriously slow training and undermine the generalization
accuracy.

5.5

Sum m ary

In this chapter we present an original training algorithm called Epoch Gradual In
crease in Accuracy (EGIA). EGIA is the evolution of Gradual Increase in Accuracy
training algorithm(GIA). The improvement of EGIA comes from the different policy
in the selection of train patterns. Unlike GIA which uses only one train pattern at
every epochs, EGIA uses a group of train patterns for training a t particular inter
m ediate tolerance. As a result of this different policy, EGIA can train the neural
network faster and more reliable than GIA and Backpropagation with momentum
weight change training algorithm(BPM ).
According to the experimental results, we discover th at EGIA can averagely finish
the training 1.25 - 3.81 times faster than BPM and 1.92 - 4.32 times faster than GIA
for the function approximation problem of Mackey-Glass series. And as far as the
reliability concerns, EGIA finishes all five tests within 500,000 passes but BPM and
GIA can finish only one test at learning rate = 0.9.
Continuing in the same direction, EGIA can averagely finish the training 5.89 37.27 times faster than BPM and 1.02 - 3.30 times faster than GIA for the classi
fication problem of handwritten numeral images. Again EGIA finishes all five tests
within 500,000 passes however BPM can finish only three tests at learning rate = 0.4.
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Figure 5.25: The error distribution of neural network trained by BPM
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Figure 5.26: The error distribution of neural network trained by BPM
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Figure 5.28: The error distribution of neural network trained by GIA
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Figure 5.29: The error distribution of neural network trained by GIA
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Figure 5.30: The error distribution of neural network trained by GIA
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Chapter 6
Handwritten Numeral Recognition
System
In this chapter we are ready to discuss the design and implementation of our first
experimental prototype, the handw ritten numeral recognition system. Base on the
general design layout, our recognition system basically consists of three processes;
preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification. In order to improve the system
performance, we used the feature extraction process that generates deviating angular
feature and Kirsch feature from numeral images(see section 4.1). The system clas
sification process is a committee of multilayer feedforward neural network trained
by Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy training Algorithm which we described in
section 5.3. W ith these innovative designs, we test our system for performance mea
surements, later the test results are analyzed and compared with many successful
handw ritten numeral recognition systems invented previously by other researchers[6].

6.1

Preprocessing

In this mcperiment, we preprocess the 16 x 16 binary bitm ap image so th a t the image
object is centralized and normalized in height. Please note th at these preprocessings
are not actually required by the deviating angular feature however they are necessary
for Kirsch feature since Kirsch feature is sensitive to translation variance and scaling
variance in the image data (we discussed Kirsch feature in section 4.1.2).

102
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6.2

Feature E xtraction

In this process we generate deviating angular feature and Kirsch feature from the
preprocessed image. The output of the process will later be used as the combined
features sent to the classification process where half of the features is from deviating
angular feature and the other half is from Kirsch feature.
T he advantage of combining these two features to represent the numeral images
is th a t they can mutually compensate and enhance the value of image signatures.
Despite many advantages of the deviating angular feature, the feature extraction
techniques generating the image profiles have their own limitation because the algo
rithm s extracting image profiles cannot reach the internal details of images therefore
the deviating angular features we get from the feature extraction process is only the
features of image external profiles. Contrary to the deviating angular feature, Kirsch
feature which is much more sensitive to translation and scaling variations of im
age d a ta can capture the internal curvatures of images even the curvatures are in the
closed image profile. In addition the combination of two features give the information
about images from different aspects to the neural network classifier because deviat
ing angular feature is the feature indicating sequentially relative angular changes of
direction in image profiles but Kirsch feature is the feature for measuring the degree
of slopes a t a pixel point in image curvatures.
T he combination of the two features bases on the above reasons is expected deliver
the high valuable information to the classifier th a t performs recognition which is
considered as the most im portant quality of the handwritten numeral recognition
system.
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6.2.1

D eviatin g A ngular Feature

T he deviating angular features used in this implementation are generated from two
profiles of binary bitm ap images(see sections 4.1). Next we place eighteen marking
points on each image profiles. From these eighteen marking points we calculate the
deviating angular feature of sixteen deviating angles. Therefore the deviating angular
features from two image profiles provide the first 32 valuable inputs to the neural
network classifier.

6.2.2

K irsch Feature

As we mentioned earlier, horizontal and vertical Kirsch features extracted from hand
w ritten numeral images are also used in our experimental system. The result of either
horizontal or vertical Kirsch feature extraction is a set of 16x16 numbers in twodimensional array (from a 16x16 binary bitm ap image). We then coarsen these 16x16
num ber array down to 4x4 numbers in two-dimensional array which finally gives us
a sequence of sixteen numbers representing Kirsch feature in on one direction. Since
the value of Kirsch feature is in the range of 0 to 15 and its highest value is about four
times the magnitude of deviating angles which is between —tt to +7t, we normalize
the value of Kirsch features to be in the range of 0 to 7.5. Eventually horizontal
and vertical Kirsch features provide another 32 valuable inputs to the neural network
classifier.

6.3

C lassification

In order to classify the numeral features effectively, we use a committee of multi
layer feedforward neural networks for the final operational stage of the system. The
classifier consists of 10 multilayer neural networks, each of these neural networks is
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responsible for classifying a single numeral(see figure 6.1 and figure 6.2). The train
ing algorithm for every neural networks is Epoch Gradual Increase in A.ccuracy(see
section 5.3). The winner-take-all decision policy is used to decide which handw ritten
numeral the system is processing.
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Figure 6.1: The multilayer neural network
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Figure 6.2: The committee of 10 multilayer neural networks
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6.4

D atabase

We collected 500 handwritten numerals from the LSU student volunteers on the 16x16
grids. Then we manually translated these handwritten images into the binary bitmap
images. The examples of forty handwritten numerals are shown in figure 6.3.

6.5

Test Param eters

The followings are the test parameters and the configuration of neural network clas
sifier used in this experiment.
Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy(EGIA)
Learning Rate = 0.3
Momentum Rate = 0.9
Range of initial weights = (-0.5,+0.5)
Initial Intermediate Tolerance = 0.5
Decrement of Intermediate Tolerance = 0.02
The Structure of Each Subneural Network
Input Layer = 64 nodes
Hidden Layer = 128 nodes
Output Layer = 1 nodes

6.6

Test R esults

From 500 handwritten numeral images, we randomly allocate 150 images for testing
and 350 images for training. After running the tests on five different test files, the test
of generalization shows th at the system can achieve 98.7% of maximum recognition
rate (the system classified correctly 148 images out of 150 test images) and 98.1% of
average recognition rate.
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Figure 6.3: The 50 examples of handw ritten numerals
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6.7

T he A nalysis

After reviewing the experimental results and comparing them with the other im
portant experiments done previously, we can point out many improvements of our
handwritten numeral recognition system as the followings.
First the maximum recognition rate and the average recognition rate of our system
are highest. Second our system uses less features for representing the abstracts of
images without compromising the recognition ability. Practically using less feature
means more simplicity for implementation and less computing power to operate since
every images m ust go through the feature extraction process. Third our com m ittee of
multilayer feedforward neural networks provides the powerful classification machine.
W ith winner-take-all consensus for final decision policy, the structure of our neural
network classifier can be completely distributed in any standard computer networking.
The distributed neural network classifier can be trained many times faster th an the
classifier operating in a single computer, and the complete distributed committee
of neural network classifier can be ten times faster the one in single com puter in
operation. Unlike our committee of neural network classifier, the models of classifiers
of other recognition systems are more complex and infiexible. As the result of th at
those classifiers of the other systems cannot be easily distributed in standard com puter
networking a t reasonable costs.
It is clear th a t all improvements of our handwritten numeral recognition system
provide the industry a choice of the highest performance recognition system which
can easily be maintained and modified, while the simplicities of the system model
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allow our recognition ^ s te m to be utilized in the standard networking com puter at
low cost.

6.8

Sum m ary

In this chapter we present the handw ritten numeral recognition system th a t performs
th e unprecedented recognition rate from our realistic image database. The recognition
rates which the system achieved are 98.7% of maximum recognition and 98.1% of
average recognition.
Further we also emphasize th a t our handwritten numeral recognition system has
more simplicities and flexibilities which allow the system to be maintained, modified,
and distributed on the standard networking computers for the faster processing.
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Chapter 7
Automatic Aircraft Identification
System
An autom atic aircraft identification system is another image recognition application
which has been very interesting to m any researchers in both industry and military[3,
8, 18]. In general, the application systems preprocess and extract features from the
binary bitm ap silhouettes of aircrafts, then the systems use the features for identifying
w hat type of aircraft the image belongs to. The challenges of this applications come
from the extreme degree of rotation variance, scaling variance, and distortion caused
by the digitizing image data. Despite the above difficulties, we can now dem onstrate
th a t only deviating angular feature, the feature extraction technique invented par
ticularly for this application and a comm ittee of multilayer neural network classifier
trained by Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy training algorithm can be utilized
so well th a t our experimental system achieves a perfect recognition rate. In the fol
lowings we are presenting the details of the experimented configurations for all three
operational stages of this image recognition system, test results, and the test analysis.

7.1

Preprocessing

The information of aircrafts used for training and testing is basically the aircraft
silhouettes. Before the feature extraction process, each aircraft silhouettes m ust first
be digitized into a 50x50 binary bitm ap image (see figure 7.1). This preprocessing
not only provides a suitable form of d a ta to the feature extraction process b u t also
compresses the raw image data which in turn can accelerate the next processing
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operation. It should be noted th a t image centering and image normalizing are not
th e requirements for this application thanks to the unique qualities of the deviating
angular feature.

liil hluIh

Figure 7.1: The 50x50 binary bitmap image of an aircraft

7.2

Feature E xtraction

In this process only deviating angular feature from the silhouette curvature of a a
50x50 binary bitm ap image will be generated. To solve the problem of variance in
phase shifting, we compute the modulus of complex coefficients of Fourier series from
the sm ooth deviating angular feature and we use the first 64 modulus of the complex
coefficients in the classification process. As a result of these innovative approaches, we
now have the image feature th at is not only the compressed information of aircraft
silhouette but also the feature th a t is absolutely translation, rotation, and scaling
invariance.
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7.3

C lassification

Again we use a committee of multilayer feedforward neural networks for the final
operational stage of the system. This classifier consists of 5 multilayer feedforward
subneural networks(the number of neural neural networks must be equal to the num
ber of aircraft types being classified), each of these neural networks is responsible for
identifying a single type of aircrafts. The training algorithm for every neural net
works is also Epoch G radual Increase in Accuracy training algorithm we described
in section 5.3. Similarly to the first experiment the winner-take-all decision policy is
also used to get a final indication of what types of aircrafts the images represent (see
figure 7.2).

!

Ir

Figure 7.2; The committee of 5 multilayer neural networks

7.4

D atabase

We copied silhouettes of 5 difierent types of aircrafts from the aircraft models used
in the experiment done by Dobnikar, Likar, Jurcic-Zlobec and Podbregar[8]. Then
we manually digitized the aircraft models into 50x50 binary bitm ap images, the total
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number of images is 20(4 images in different rotation between 0 to tt/ 2 for each aircraft
models). The examples of five aircraft images are shown in figure 7.3.

7.5

Test Param eters

The followings are the test parameters and the configuration of neural network clas
sifier used in this experiment.
Epoch Gradual Increase in Accuracy(EGIA)
Learning Rate = 0.7
Momentum Rate = 0.9
Range of Initial Weights = (-0.5, +0.5)
Initial Intermediate Tolerance = 0.5
decrement of Intermediate Tolerance = 0.03
The Structure of a Subneural Network
Input Layer = 64 nodes
Hidden Layer = 128 nodes
O utput Layer = 1 nodes

7.6

Test R esults

From the aircraft image database, we randomly allocate 10 images for training and
the other 10 images for testing. After we run the experiments on five different test
files, the experimental results show that the system can achieve 100% of recognition
rate on every tests.

7.7

The A nalysis

Obviously ftom the experimental results, we have perfected the autom atic aircraft
identification system. In comparison with the previous experimental systems similar
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 7.3: The 5 aircraft models used in our experiment
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to ours, the performance of our recognition system has surpassed the classification
neural network(the modified associative neural network) invented

Dobnikar, Likar,

Jurcic-Zlobec, and Podbregar which achieved 99% of the highest recognition rate. It
is im portant to be noted th a t the excellent achievement of our autom atic aircraft
identification system is the direct result of a perfect match between the image char
acteristics and the feature representation. W ith the powerful neural network classifier,
the system prototype performs perfectly as we expected.

7.8

Sum m ary

In this chapter we introduce the autom atic aircraft identification system which utilizes
only deviating angular feature and a committee of multilayer feedforward neural net
works. The experimental results show that our prototype system performs perfectly
in all tests of recognitions.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
The abilily to recognize images makes it possible to abstractly conceptualize the
world. This dissertation has presented a m ethod of modifications to existent image
recognition systems, which greatly improved the efficiency of data imaging methods.
This recognition system has obvious applications in the field of handwriting recogni
tion, as well as in the autom atic identification of aircraft. The research has focused
on the extraction of features and the training algorithm for neural network classifiers.
Our new approach for feature extraction process of handwritten numeral recog
nition system is to use the combination of the Kirsch feature and deviating angular
feature to represent the numeral images. The design of our feature extraction process
consists of four operational stages: 1) image profile extraction; 2) placing a finite
marking points on the image profiles; 3) calculation of deviating angular features;
and 4) calculation of Kirsch features. The deviating angular feature is a new feature
representation which provides information about the sequence of angular changes on
the image curvatures. We also prove that deviating angular feature is a translation,
scaling, and rotation invariance. W ith the algorithms for image curvature extraction
originally introduced in this research, Kirsch feature and deviating angular feature
deliver the highly valuable information about the images to the next process. At the
last operational stage in which the numeral image recognition takes place, our inno
vative approach is to use the parallel structure of neural network classifiers called a
committee of multilayer feedforward neural networks for classification. In addition to
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the new structural design, we invented the training algorithm nam ed Epoch Gradual
Increase in Accuracy(EGIA). EGIA is the evolution of the G radual Increase in Ac
curacy training algorithm(GIA). The improvement of EGIA comes from the different
policy in selection of train patterns. Unlike GIA which uses only one train pattern
at every epochs, the EGIA uses a group of train patterns for training at particular
intermediate tolerance. As a result of this different policy, th e EGIA can train the
neural network faster and more reliably than the GIA and the Backpropagation with
momentum weight change train in g algorithm(BPM). According to the experimental
results the EGIA can complete the training up to 37.27 times faster than the BPM
and 3.30 times faster than the GIA for the classification problem of handwritten
numeral images. The EGIA can also solve the incomplete learning problem which
sometimes occurs in the neural networks trained by the BPM.
Utilizing new techniques on the two crucial operational stages, our handwrit
ten numeral recognition system achieved the unprecedented rate of 98.7% maximum
recognition and 98.1% average recognition.
Similar improvements also occur in the second application, the autom atic aircraft
identification system. First, we invented the customized feature extraction process
for aircraft silhouettes which consists of three operational stages: I) the silhouette
curvature extraction; 2) calculation of smooth deviating angular feature; and 3) the
calculation of the modulus of complex coefficients in Fourier series for the smooth
deviating angular feature. This feature extraction process can provide the valuable
feature which is completely invariant in translation, scaling, and rotation to the sys
tem classifier. Again we use a committee of multilayer feedforward neural networks
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for the powerful classification, and the experimental results show th a t our prototype
system performs perfectly in all tests of recognitions.
Finally we have come to the conclusion th a t our researches is successful in reaching
the goal of improvements for the handwritten numeral recognition system and the
automatic aircraft identification system. The prototype system delivers the highest
recognition rates; meanwhile the designs of this system make it very easy for maintain,
modify, and distribute on standard networking computers for fast processing.
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